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NEUROLOGICAL PATHOPHYSIOLOGY. Edited by Alan L. Pearlman and Robert C.
Collins. New York, Oxford University Press, 1984. 388 pp. $21.95. Paperbound.
The neurosciences and neurology seem fearsome adversaries to many medical
students. They are rapidly changing disciplines, and seem unnaturally beholden to
vocabulary, concepts, and techniques far removed from those associated with thestudy
ofother organ systems.
It is in an area such as this that a book aimed at students making the transition
between the classroom and the wards can be most useful. There is a need for readable
monographs which can illuminate the unity of the discipline rather than present a
series ofareas ofintense research interest.
The organization of this work is comprehensive. Part I is composed of eleven
chapters describing functional and anatomical systems, while the eight chapters of
Part II aredevoted tovarious disease processes. It is a good plan for a book, but theend
result is less than satisfying.
The book does not flow well. This is a problem for many multi-authored works and
may merely be a reflection of the Byzantine nature of the field, but one hopes for a
greater degree ofclarity and continuity ofstyle in an introductory text.
Nonetheless, the work is comprehensive and contains a wealth ofuseful information
and references for the medical student or the neuroscientist; some students will
undoubtedly find it to be ofgreat merit.
SETH A. ROSENTHAL
MedicalStudent
Yale University SchoolofMedicine
MAN AND MOUSE: ANIMALS IN MEDICAL RESEARCH. By William Paton. New York,
Oxford University Press, 1984. 162 pp. $26.95. Paperbound.
Man and Mouse: Animals in MedicalResearch purports to "prepare the ground for
an informed debate on this difficult, important, and controversial subject." The need
for such a book is particularly evident at a time when animal research hascaptured the
public's attention, yet Man andMousefails to meet this need. The bookclearly fails to
integrate the scientific and ethical issues of animal experimentation into a cogent
presentation.
The two greatest shortcomings of the book focus on the author's anecdotal
presentation and cursory treatment of some of the more prominent issues of animal
experimentation. The author's argument is burdened with innumerable accounts of
scientific studies that have little relevance to his thesis, especially in his chapter on the
benefits of animal experimentation. In addition, the author's accounts of personal
experiences do little to forward his argument. Several topics of interest receive
inadequate treatment. The section concerning the extrapolation ofanimal evidence to
humans isextraordinarily short; this five-page chapter fails to address the issue even as
an introduction. The ethical arguments ofanimal experimentation are similarly brief.
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